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 Macbeth rehearsal 1/8/08 

Chunks 1 

Talent called on stage 

Keegan explained the operation of the torches being used in the play 

Sound effects sheet brought in 

Prop table explained 

Cue sheets were posted 

Show opens with a song and a dumb show of the battle spoken of in the early part of the show 

Bloody messenger is left on stage after the dumb show 

One of the witches discovered that her dress might cause some problems in the choreography 

Discovered there is very little time between the “unsex me” scene and the next for lady M’s 

costume change. 

 

Notes after chunk 1 

Things to work on tomorrow 

Request more thunder at end of song 

Possible change on sound effect for rain, no rain sticks 

Change in the set up of the curtains to help it stay closed 

Add a kingly drum sound for a Duncan entrance 

Death of the witches real? If so they get sound 
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Establish a hierarchy of exit; also have several people dash for the door in the same moment 

when Duncan goes to leave 

Wind whistle locations 

Add back the martlet lines to help with Lady M’s quick change 

Added more drums on “drum a drum Macbeth doth come” 

Need to figure out how the goblets will be set for the banquet scene 

 

Chunk 2 

Missed entrance for second scene 

Problems with striking the thrones and opening the trap for the banquet scene 

Stays for trap pulled on “rooky wood”  

Refining the entrance and setting up of the banquet table, as well as the entrance of Banquo’s 

ghost 

Request to run through the transition from the murder to the banquet again 

Transition ran again 

Working the banquet scene again  

Adjustment in blocking of Ghost’s 1st exit 
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Macbeth 1/9/08  

Chunk 3 

Preparations for the scene, fabric strung up etc. 

Alli asking about what her cue is  

Rick asking about what sound effects are in the opening entrance 

Need for a sound cue to know when Hecate is out 

Sara E confirmed there is a thunder cue, Anna related the specific people doing what sound cues 

Mask of the center spirit came off when the black fabric was dropped 

Masks fell off two spirits when dancing during the cauldron scene 

Quick discussion of when the trap is to be closed at the exit of the witches 

Notes on chunk 3 

Mention of a lot of music things at the top of chunk 3 that needs to be worked again, Alli 

suggested cutting a lot of the song, countered by the idea of simply running it through more to 

get it worked out. Ben asked if there were more masks so he and James could come out of the 

curtain and still look the part. Tyler mentioned noise back stage got too loud. Asked James to 

play violin louder under the stage for sound effects 

Ben asked if the group wanted to run the Hecate scenes again, also asked if there was a timpani 

cue for each of the apparitions. Answer: Tom on Timpani in 4.1 

Ben asked if there is anything else but the Hecate scene to run again.  

Lady MacD asked if they could run all of 4.1 to work on her quick change 

Ben suggested someone keep a beat with a tambourine so the witches and spirits can hear the 

beat 
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Alli explained exactly when she is going to drop the blacks and pull up the strands 

Malcolm cautioned the other spirits to cross farther from the tiring house to keep from getting 

her tangled in a lift 

Stopped in the black spirit song as Rick went a little long and he is loud enough that the other 

actors could not hear the guitar 

Took the scene back to the entrance of Hecate to try an alteration in Ben’s entrance 

A restart to help Alli find a better way to throw the blacks down for the spirits 

Ben suggested after the flourish for the entrance of the a spirits a steady beat for the scene 

Restart from the same point for different voices for the three Macbeths 

Ben asked of Tom could keep the drum going throughout the Banquo stuff  

They figured out the line that the steady beat stopped 

Malcolm asked if Ben liked her using the center curtain to shroud herself as the third spirit 

 

Chunk 4 

Ben from backstage “sorry costume issue” caused a slight pause 

Problem with the crown, a little too large for Malcolm. John mentioned that he invites them to 

come to scones to see her crowned so she can just hold it.  

Solomon asked about rising when the thanes are made earls 

Suggestion that Malcolm hold off as Macduff moves to crown her and then throw the invite 

Ben mentioned he and Keegan have to work the armor in the quick change 

Alli asked for an audio cue to know when to stop the drums Greg offered to scrape his sword and 

she keeps on for 5 more seconds or so.  
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David asked if they could set up behind the discovery space for the Birnam wood screen to allow 

for more time. Also make less noise during its set up as it is during the Tomorrow speech 

Keegan suggested using leaved paunchos as the Birnam wood bows 

Try David’s idea first, but keep Keegan’s idea as a backup 

Tossing the question of cutting the last intermission  

Ali mentioned she has little time to get to the timpani if there is no intermission, James planned 

to be there to cover, but she might have enough time to get there. 

Ben suggested making a shield into a leafy screen for the Birnam wood.  

Company decided to keep with the screen as this was the first time they really used it.  

Tyler suggested finding a place to hang the screen to make it easy to use 

Keegan liked the idea 

John asked if they want to scoot the third interlude song into the another interlude 

John asked to get with Greg to write down the songs in the book 

Company figuring out the rest of the schedule for the day, suggested practicing opening the 

house at 7 to remember it does 

John asked how long the fight call is Solomon asked if ½ an hour was enough. Decided 20 min 

for music 

Music first, 25 min with some dance, then 30 for fight 

Company figured out what to do for the rest of the time allotted, mostly refining transitions and 

costume bits and pieces.  

 

 

Volpone Rehearsals  1/16/08 
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4.1 

Rick having some trouble remembering his lines 

Greg also having some trouble with his line 

Greg and Rick joke around a lot, and adlib variations of the lines they are missing. 

Starting again 

Rick tends to get part of his line, a word he remembers in the section. He then says the line again 

working to get the all the line up to the specific word. 

Rick requests someone on book. Sarah E. on book 

Sarah tosses out a word that Rick cannot remember helping him remember the lines that follow.  

Actors came to a stop missing their lines. Something happened to Sarah’s computer, where the 

prompt book was 

Rick and Greg worked out a bit of blocking, loosely 

Ralph and Rick working through some of the finer points of Rick’s character, all about secrets, 

Put case, pockets, Rick: He thinks he is more important that he is. Ralph agrees. Greg returns 

from the bathroom and they start again. 

Rick still having some problems with his lines 

Rick and Greg working though some of their lines while waiting for the next scene to begin 

4.2 

Alli asked if they could just read through the lines first. 

Greg asked Ralph (The Jonsonian expert) for some clarification on a line. 

Alli getting some info from Ralph about her character. 

The cast asked to read the lines with Ralph’s comments to figure out the lines 

Rick and Alli discovering they skipped a few lines 
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Alli and Greg working out the “accosting” bit 

Tweeking some of the blocking, trying to figure out what and where and when things are 

happened. 

Alli suggested starting over to get back into the scene 

Joanne suggested adding her character to the accosting bit 

Back to the top 

Added a little cape flourish to “strike” Rick 

Joanne suggests a change in the violence when Greg mentions Alli’s nose 

Rick asked “are me moving too much to early?” Alli: yep 

backing up a bit to get more of the scene 

Back to the cape strike 

Greg continues to miss one short line after his cue is given 

Refining the action around the nose apple joke 

Alli suggests that to get Greg on the ground needs to be more of a girl fight 

Sarah mentioned that Peregrine is Jonson on stage and that it is a choice for Peregrine to let Alli 

beat him up. 

Reblocked the accosting 

Greg asks if they can take it from the top again 

Figured out the “hold” at the end of the accosting bit 

4.3 

Ran lines though  

Ben asked if there was anything he needs to know about the doors or curtains for his entrance 

Quick scene 
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Greg asked to run it from the top of the act then break 

4.4 

Ben and Anna running lines for 4.4 and 4.5 

Ben, looking over the lines tries to figure out who some of the lines are to and are about. 

Ben, James and David working over the lines to figure out cues and the like 

The three of them worked out some blocking, and figuring out who some of the lines are 

referencing, specifically the buffalo referencing Corvino 

James suggested the entrance the four actors fan out to the four corners 

James and Ben worked out a way to bring the David’s deaf character into the group 

Ben commented that the blocking is working very well for his lines  

James and Ben working over the entrance of the next group of characters to figure out their 

places. Ben suggested an alteration at the end of the scene to help with his movements at the end.  

From the top 

Dropped the deaf bit 

Tweeked the blocking for Corvino to make sure it is apparent he is the character the buffalo line 

is about. 

Ben, James and David working out some particulars of 4.5, Slandis mentioned she heard Rick 

and Alli considering using the balcony for the scene 

4.5 cast is assembled 

Ben letting the rest of the cast know where the characters are on stage when the rest of the enter 

Greg suggested running the lines before getting into the scene 

The actors discovered who they are talking about in the scene 

James and David thinking on a slight nod to James’ character accent with the word Confederacy 
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Reading through again 

James and David thinking about how to get the set pieces in.  

Ben and James worked through a few bits and pieces. 

The cast decided to move ahead to 4.6, then run both together. 

Ben and Alli worked out a bit for her entrance 

Ben and Keegan working out the bits at the end of the scene, Volpone’s exit, certain lines etc. 

Run again from 4.4 

James called a halt to figure out how to get the stools off the stage. 
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Volpone run through 1/22/08 

 

I came in just as the Hermaphrodite was finishing his bit, they then went into a song. John did 

forget his cue for a moment after the hermaphrodite bit. 

Ben forgot to laugh when he needed to. They went back a bit to redo that part 

John is having some problems remembering all of his lines, but he knows when he skips. 

Tyler asked about his singing, wondered if it is too much 

Ben asked if he could just hum the melody, instead of using the words. 

Ben wants to work out some bit for each entrance of the gulls 

Tyler and David working out the stealing of David’s crutch during the break. Rick mentioned 

where he and Greg are exiting in the scene with the crutch stealing. 

Starting again with act 2 

Most of the actors are still having a bit of trouble with their lines, but all in all they go long 

blocks without issues. 

Tyler noted while reciting lines that he needs something of steel for one of his lines.  

Rick, John, Tyler and Nano restarted their scene to deal with the setting of the stage.  

Ben came in by accident on what he thought was his cue while Mrs. Would-be is torturing 

Volpone 

John, Ben and Alli went back to Ben’s entrance to work on the blocking. 

The actors are finding just how quick some of the lines are between cues. 

Tyler had some problems with his lines in the scene where he presents his wife to Volpone 

Alyssa called a pause to deal with some costume blocking. 
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John forgot his singing cue, they went back to the music cue 

Chunk 2 turned out to be an hour, John and Greg discussed how to break up the interludes to 

keep the segment from being so long.  

John suggested they see how long 4 and 5 run to see the best places to place the interludes 

Greg asked if there is anything to do in the next 15 min, or break early 

Keegs asked if there is anything that might be cut. John suggested a little of Corvino and his 

wife. David suggested the mountebank scene could be trimmed. 

John mentioned the mountebank scene is already ¼ of what it was. 

Keegs stated he just wanted to mention the idea of cutting, but that there is no reason to cut now.  

Keegs asked in anyone wanted to go over anything in the next few minutes.  

Tyler asked the ladies to page the curtains before 3.3 

John mentioned the setting of the stage has never been run and it will go smoother after some 

work.  

Ben stated he is happy to break at lunch right now. 

Tyler asked what the plan was after lunch. 

John suggested they do act 4 and 5 then circle back to 3.  

Anna asked for any additions and cuts from the actors lines to be added to the prompt book. 

John mentioned he originally created his Celia song to be in his falsetto, and now with the music 

he is having to drop his voice. Keegs and John talked about the coin box 

John, talking to Ben, mentioned that in his experience it is the second show in a Ren season that 

is always the most difficult. It seems to almost always get s short shrift.  

John and Ben discussed a bit about Cymbeline, the notions of them switching parts.  
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I was not able to make it to any Cymboline rehearsals. The one day I did head down to the 

theater Stina stopped me. She told me they were not working on any scenes for the two hours I 

had available that day. They were getting through the scenes faster than they had expected, so 

they had moved to working on music. She was taking off because there was no need to document 

the music practice. Instead I had lunch and went to work early. 
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Jew of Malta 

2/15 Tyson Center 

Alli Kick and Joanne running the death of Abigail 

Read through of the lines 

Alli and Joanne figuring out the interruptions  

Working out the physicality of the poisoning 

Where the monks enter 

Rick asked if they should enter from the curtain because they have to exit there 

Bob came in and offered to be another nun if they needed one 

Staging the death of Abigail 

Catholic motions at a death, last rites 

Entrance again, run through the whole scene 

Line through, Alli still moving on certain lines 

Rick and Alli began to work through why Rick asks about the Jew crucifying a child 

Rick and Alli both asked me if I had some idea about the lines. I told them it was a common 

belief that Jews crucified children in Renaissance Europe. I also mentioned to Alli her line about 

Abigail not dying a virgin was in fact in reference to her character and the other nuns in the 

convent. She found that disturbing. She worked through some ideas of how to perform such a 

line in the scene. Rick suggested that the line need not be lewd; in fact the monk could say the 

lines with a sense of loss and not lechery.  

1:30, upstairs 
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I came in when they were preparing to do the scene again 

John asked about aside practices and if they should look into a convention 

Alyssa worked out her blocking for John’s entrance in the scene.  

The next time chunk was set for music rehearsal.  

Good music choices. 
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Jew of Malta 

2/19/08 Noon 

Working through the French musician scene 

Ben asking if Barabas should be downstage 

Ben: John if you say ‘will drink’ as a cue for another glass 

Ben trying to figure out how to do two things at once, give a crown and fill the wine 

Ben mentioned that James had to wait until he says play to start playing 

John asked if they even need the cushion 

James suggested a blanket, John said he was trying not to have anything on stage 

Ben suggests the more they laugh at the lines about Barabus the better his asides will work. 

Ben looking at one of his lines thought it was an aside, so they altered the blocking to Alyssa has 

the wine pitcher 

John, Alyssa and Ben worked through the lines in the scene to try and find the meaning and 

staging 

Um, they found an idea that fits the lines. . . .  

Alyssa asking the assembled if the idea works 

Its business, there is defiantly something going on 

Ben suggested cutting a line to make the scene works 

They cut a few of the lines that were giving them problems 

Ben suggested a “to the jew” as the line for Alyssa to get on the floor 

Keegs realizing he has to play through his asides, still working on how to do it 

Ben suggested when Keegs starts playing John and Alyssa get up and dance 
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Keegs changed back from using a case as the line suggested 

Ben noticed he has not exit direction in his side, the actors work out where he leaves 

Ben suggested John charges off, and he and Alyssa have a moment before they exit 

From the top 

Hard part is Keegs playing and talking at the same time 

Blocking around the wine glass and pitcher also a bit difficult 

5.1 

David cut through the actors chatting and playing and got them back to work 

Read through 

Staging 

Everyone simply blocking what they think, and adjusting if they find it does not work. 

John suggested a different officer is bringing them in by surprise 

Restarting to work out new blocking 

Ben suggested a variation on blocking for better flow 

Bob asked how he should react in the new blocking 

Setting the blocking to the lines (I know who killed your son) 

Restarting 

Alyssa found the cross down to be awkward, rework the blocking to make it a little less 

problematic 

Restart again 

Ben suggested a better place for Keegs to be so his asides work better 

How does the officer get Keegs if his last line is an aside? 
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Reworking the blocking so there is better sightlines, and for how to get the characters off to 

Prison to die 

Try it 

New blocking for the next section of the scene 

Rick suggested they switch who tells Fernaze Barabus is dead so he can carry Keegs 

Keegs has suggested they cut the line about bringing in his body so they can find a better way to 

throw his body 

Second take on the spy scene to balance the stage 

Run the whole thing, one last time 

 

Witch Rehearsal, 3/7/2008 

Noon 

Guests in attendance: Colorado 

Rick asking for an hour for monologues 

Solidify the black spirits and come away pieces 

(John: “That does not fit into my nothing”) 

12:15-1:45 music 

Rick using that time for monologue work 

Greg I would like to go over 4.2 again where “I am giving you the keys.” 1:45-2:30 

What else? 

Run lines? 

Joanne with a question about the scenes within 1.1 

Working preshow into the top of the show 
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Alyssa mentioning she needs to pull costume soon 

Joann asked if anyone has any ideas about the last scene, how we are going to make it better 

Use the coffin, or couch 

Joanne says it is not a problem, we can figure out he is dead if we stage it right.  

John asking about the stage direction with the couch 

Actors already tossing out ideas, using the table, couch, dais 

Stop slow-mo during asides in the first scene, Joanne asking if they should take the convention 

through the full play 

John mentioning that in the slow-mo he feels he has to be moving, but if they were not using 

them then he would not be moving 

Joanne thinks the show needs a stylized choice to keep it from being a mess 

John, the first scene seems to need it, but what about the rest of the play 

Ben the slow-mo was just a suggestion to see if it works, we do not have to use it 

Greg mentioned that the asides work in Jew 

Jay mentioned as an outside eye, the asides work, even if there is not a big movement. 

Jay mentions that the asides work 

Joann still thinks there should be something that connects the piece to itself 

John: does that mean setting the witch scenes very differently  

Greg wondering if there is something they can do like Winter’s tale for the aside 

John, we can solve the problem, but it is not weird.   

Tom, it looks like she is having a thought voice over (film) and John interrupts her.  

Last scene after Privy 

On stage 
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What are we doing first? 

Ben passed out lines. He mentioned that he worked with what they already have from Macbeth, 

but added in lines that they needed for this play.  

The actors began talking about possible staging. Ben suggested one thing at a time, music first so 

they can figure out the staging.  

Actors retrieved the instruments they want for the piece 

Ben mentions that some of the lines are hard to sing, no breath places 

John on Jimbay 

Greg on Guitar 

James on Violin 

Ben on tambourine 

Ben and John planning a vamp  

Take it from the violin part 

Maybe cutting a phrase instead of a vamp 

Ran through the song, several stops for clarification from Ben 

Do’t again 

Run it again with some spoken lines 

(John, Greg and James have fun while the others are discussing lines, they play other snippets of 

songs, make up new words to the come away song, just play around while waiting. The other 

actors never seem bothered by this, and they get back on task as soon as needed.) 

Again! 

Again! 
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Ben asked me if I could understand the words, I told him most of them, some are being lost 

because they are not turned towards me. 

Ben and James worked out a difference in the violin part 

1pm 

Go on to staging, or the other song? 

Song again, full run though no staging 

Alyssa working on setting the fabric above for the sake of playing 

Alli asking if they should try the staging, everyone said sure 

Alyssa trying to figure out what she is doing with the fabric stuff 

The cast began trying to figure out what to do about the black fabric and the entrances and 

entrances 

Tyler noting one of his line is the cue for the music to start 

Hold when Alyssa came out, realizing some changes need to be made 

Ben and Anna paging the hanging blacks to reveal Alyssa 

5 min left, run through the song of Black Spirits 

Ran the song twice, took some time from the next bit, only 5 mins 

4.2 

Joanne, Are we getting right to our feet on this? 

Tyler suggested using Jaq’s head heart gut groin for distinguishing the different women in the 

scene 

Confusion on who is talking to who, for a moment 

Tyler asked what blocking would make the scene easy on Greg 
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Tyler asked what the last few lines Greg speaks are about. Greg interpreted them, and how the 

govern his exit 

Again! 

Anna came to me to help look over her last two lines in this scene. She wanted some clarification 

of exactly what the lines mean. She was asking if her choice of how to deliver the lines will 

work. I think they will. Tyler came up then and had something to chat with Anna about earlier in 

the scene. 

The actors discovered their blocking is questionable because of the set up in the scene, why id 

Florida going through none door, and Isabella through another when Isabella is supposed to 

catch Florida 

Privy time 

After privy, sort of a pandemonium in Tyson, a motion to end for the day has come up 

And was finalized.  

 

Witch rehearsal 3/11/08 

Noon 

When I came in The cast was working on blocking he witch scene with the cat and the fiddle 

Alli acting as the director here, telling people when to enter and finding out who can do what in 

the scene. 

One more time 

The team figured out the business at the end of the scene with the trap to make sure if is locked 

by the time the next scene starts.  

It’s good 
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Back from break 

Looks like the actors are handling big scenes with lots of blocking , and the next one is the last 

scene. 

Keegs and the cast looked into how the use the coffin for the Dukes back to life bit 

Looks like they are popping the door off the hinges 

Starting while the boys get the coffin figures out 

A question came up about the pronunciation of Fernando, whether the A is a standard short a, or 

more like a short O 

Joanne to Greg after a stage feint and he having a strange look on his face “This is what I am 

offering, take it how you will” 

Alyssa entered as the Duchess and discovered because of the blocking she needed to enter on the 

other side 

The cast realized that Alyssa cannot see that the Duke is in the coffin, at the moment they have 

John pulling the lid off of it with great effect 

After running the scene the actors discussed the finer points of the blocking. Alyssa mentioned 

that it went better than she thought it would 

Do’t again! 

John has a metatheatrical joke planned for the trap when the news of Antonio’s death by trap is 

mentioned, it works well 

Blocking the feinting spells 

Works well for comedy 

5 min break, then music 

Come away 
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The cast tried several methods for making the words of the song clearer, including having Alli 

drop her octave on some of her lines, and having the other singers sing more staccato for help 

punch the words 

Next they moved to staging the song 

Alli and Alyssa worked her Allie’ use of the hanging fabric things 

Working on the entrance of the witches at the top of the scene, then moving to the song at the 

end 

On to black spirits 

Tyler worked out choreography for Black Spirits and explained it to the cast 

 

Witch 3/18 

 

Run through 12:30-2:30 (stop if things need to be worked on) 

Music call 

Costume half an hour 

Ben wondering if they should come up with a quieter version of white wedding and then reprise 

latter 

Add another intermission? To solve problem of when certain songs go 

White wedding before 3 dog night? 

Issue with getting actors out of the songs and on to stage 

Where the songs are, verses where people are etc. 

Make the scene shift part of music call 

Try the blocking for the song into the show. 
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Prepping for run through 

Run through from the end of preshow 

A few reblocked bits in 1.1 

Trap problems, some people walking on the trap after the stays were removed? Maybe Tyler just 

heard them. 

Alli had a new blocking idea for the top of 1.2 

Alli is having some time remembering her lines; she only needs one word or two to remember 

Anna stopped by to ask me if she looked odd in her witch costume, she was worried it looked to 

out of place. I suggested it was not totally out of place, but she and I both agreed a black cloak 

would look better than a brown one. 

Alli and Eliza needed to stop a readjust the blocking for part of the scene 

Stop when Almachildes should enter to work on the cue line, also some notes about when certain 

props are removed. 

Some reworking of the entrance of the cat and the fiddle, and firestones exit 

Some reblocking with the third scene, double checking cue lines and the like 

Stopped to add in a mando chord for the charming of Amoretta 

Reworked to make it a fiddle sound 

Reworking the lines in this section, Eliza combined two lines on accident 

Alyssa skipped to another scene, not realizing she had. 

Alli is also having problems with her lines as the sister 

10 mim at 2pm. My time is up here. 


